
Little League needs you – see last page for an important message

The Goalpost
Kingston Little League’s Newsletter

Chairman’s Message

Welcome to our first newsletter for this forthcoming 2014/2015 season and what a change the sunshine made
to the start of the season compared to last year when we had to cancel the first Saturday’s games due to rain.
Lets also hope the good weather on the 13th is reflected later in the season and we don't have to cancel games
as we did after Christmas when we lost six weeks to the weather.

Last  season, in  order  to fall  into  line with  the development  of  youth football  as laid  down by the Football
Association (FA), we introduced four distinct phases in our Senior,  Intermediate and Junior leagues; first a
phase of  friendly  games at  the beginning,  followed by two separate  league competitions  before  and after
Christmas and then a cup competition.   We will  continue with this format.   In Sevens we created two age
groups with eight teams in each group; U9-10 and U10-11.  Not only did this allow us to conform to FA age
rules for youth football in all our leagues, it also provided us the ability to accommodate players who join late or
have stayed in Bantams an extra year without moving them directly into junior 9-a-side football. There will be no
change for 2014-15. It should also be noted that according to FA regulations we should not publish league
tables for U10, even though we have 4 competitions. We have however taken the decision this season to
publish results and competition tables on the web site as per previous years. 

As I stated in our May issue of The Goalpost other FA changes come into effect at the beginning of this season
that  have an impact  on what  formats we will  need to conform to.  There is no change in Juniors who will
continue to play 9-a-side but as U12s will only be able to play 9-a-side from the start of the 2014-15 season it
will mean we will have to play 9-a-side in Intermediates (U12-U13) as well. This will of course potentially be of
benefit given that we struggled for numbers in the Senior and Intermediate leagues in 2013-14. Hopefully this
will not be the case this year but it is difficult to predict and the move of children into secondary education can
have a major impact on our Intermediate teams. However more U12s will  find that they have to spend two
years in Juniors (U12/U11) and the knock-on effect is that a lot more U11s will play in Sevens. Where gaps
appear we will of course move players up to the next level if the player is capable and willing. 

Getting parents to manage is also one of our biggest challenges and without them we cannot provide football
for over 500 children every Saturday. This is particularly of a major concern in Sevens but can also be an issue
in other leagues. To date we have identified managers in Seniors for the proposed 8 teams; Intermediates look
okay although we have some parents who may not be able to commit as much time as in previous years;
Juniors look okay but Sevens remains a problem – seven managers short.

Team selection is also something that can be quite contentious and although the process is intended to provide
balanced teams we find that whatever methods are employed in selection there is always one or two teams
who are much weaker. In previous years we have endeavoured to conduct selection between the end of June
and July with the aim of letting everyone know which team they have been selected for by publishing on the
website.  Senior  and  Intermediate  teams  are  normally  picked  by  nominated  managers  in  accordance  with
National League policy in selecting players, and Juniors on the basis of merging weaker and stronger teams
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from Sevens. This has not always been totally effective in Seniors and Intermediates because managers tend
to know only those players they have worked with and when they move up to the next level they tend to select
the players they know who are a year younger in most cases than those who have remained in that year, and
visa versa for those managers who manage for a second year, picking the older players first. The introduction
of friendly games was intended to resolve this but we found that players were reluctant to move once selected
and with a few dropping out we had insufficient numbers in teams. This season we have not had managers
available to conduct the picks for Senior or Intermediate teams so selection has been made based on our
knowledge  of  player’s  abilities  to  try  and  find  a  balance  in  those  leagues.  Any  adjustments  will  then  be
determined in the friendly games during the first 5 weeks and managed by the league coordinators:

 Seniors – Mark Lorenzet
 Intermediates – Paul Queenan & Steve Flynn
 Juniors – Chris Galvin
 Sevens – Joe Sallis-Chandler

We can also accommodate players who believe they can only play part time and we usually allocate one to
each team.

We will continue to offer training on Friday evenings between 6 and 7pm running through to the end of the
autumn term. The cost of this will still be £1 per child and is open to Bantams and our younger players up to
U13 (Intermediate level).

Kevin Galvin
Chairman KLL
September 2014

Representative Team Selection Criteria

At KLL we are able to provide football for over 500 children. We are directly affiliated with National Little
League (NLL) and have established links with other Football clubs, such as FC Westlandia from Holland,
with  whom  we  have  a  bi-annual  exchange  trip.  Our  affiliation  with  NLL  allows  us  to  participate  in
competitions organised through them. KLL has a criterion when selecting representative teams such that
all  players who are selected must have a satisfactory record of attendance (part-time players are not
excluded from this process although we know their attendance is more limited) and they need to have
followed the KLL code of conduct. KLL are an all-inclusive organisation that provides football for mixed
abilities. However the representative events we support are of a high standard which requires us to select
a side that  we  feel is able to compete.  This means that  ability will  be taken into consideration when
selecting players providing they meet the above criteria. This may be a policy that not everyone will agree
with but it’s adopted throughout NLL. 

National Little League Tournaments Report

U13/U12 Nationals

Having reached seven national finals, winning on two occasions, Kingston once again competed in the
National U13/U12 Tournament. In the group stages we were drawn against Carshalton and Selsdon LL.
Kingston played the first group game against the hosts Carshalton and though coming close a few times
we fell to a 1-0 defeat. Kingston needed Selsdon to draw or beat Carshalton in the next match to keep the
hopes of  a  Nationals  semi-final  alive.   Unfortunately  Carshalton  ground out  a  1-0  win  sending  them
through and Kingston out.  We still had one final game to play against Selsdon: although the result made
no difference, Kingston dominated the game to win 3-0.  Carshalton went on to win the whole competition,
beating Raynes Park in the Semis and Morden in the Final.
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U10 Nationals

Kingston organised the eighth National U10 Tournament at Sutton Goals.  In previous tournaments a
Kingston team has reached five finals, winning three of them. Kingston had once again entered two sides
with Kingston I being managed by Joe Sallis-Chandler,  assisted by Chris Galvin, and Kingston II  was
managed by Daniel Galvin.  Kingston was hoping that at least one of the two sides would make it into the
final, after not making it in the two prior years.

Kingston I started off in a group consisting of Carshalton I, Wallington I and Raynes Park. Kingston I
stormed to victory in the first game with a 3-0 win over Wallington I.  Unfortunately they went on to draw 0-
0 against Carshalton I and lost 1-2 to Raynes Park. Kingston I finished 3rd in their group but still went
through to the First knockout round in the Main Competition.

Kingston II were drawn into a group with Clapham, Wallington II and West Sutton II. Kingston II started
their day off with a 1-1 draw with Wallington II, which was followed up by a 1-0 win over West Sutton II.
Kingston lost their final game of the group against Clapham 1-2. Kingston II finished level on points with
West Sutton II, as well as having an equal Goal Difference and Goals For but managed to take 2nd position
above West Sutton II thanks to their 1-0 win over them. 

Kingston I and Kingston II drew each other in the next round, quashing any chance of an all Kingston Final
for the Challenge Cup. Kingston I won 3-0 to go through to the Quarter-finals of the main competition
sending Kingston II into the Quarters of the plate competition. Kingston I went on to win their quarter-final
match against Carshalton I (1-0) and the semi-final match, where they convincingly won 6-0 against West
Sutton I.

Kingston  II  also  won  their  Quarter-final  match,  where  they  played  West  Sutton  II  beating  them 3-2.
Unfortunately Kingston II went out in the semis to New Addington losing 3-0. New Addington went on to
lose the final of the Plate to Morden II.

A Kingston team had reached the final for the Challenge Cup for a sixth time. The Final was against
Morden I  and after  a  hard  won  battle  from both  teams,  Kingston I  prevailed  and won 2-1  to  lift  the
Challenge Cup for a fourth time in the competition's eight year history.
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Child Welfare

If you want to discuss or report any child welfare issues, such as inappropriate standards, contact
Chris Galvin.  The FA Respect web site for parents and carers is at 
http://www.thefa.com/respectguide/

The KLL web site is at http://www.kingstonlittleleague.com where you can download copies of the
Parents & Carers guide and KLL’s policy on taking photos. The web site also has the full fixture 
and result lists and any essential information about KLL.

Little League needs you

KLL cannot and will not exist without volunteers. We have a small dedicated 
group who manage KLL during the year, plus the managers and coaches who 
give up their Saturday mornings to work with the children.  But we always need 
more help and volunteers.  

If you think you are the next Sir Alex, then we will always need your help to 
manage or coach and KLL will pay for any approved coaching courses to help 
you increase your skill levels and gain FA certification.

But we also need those with skills that lay elsewhere.  

We need help with the  canteen .  We need help with the general running of a large organisation.  We 
need help from those with esoteric skills such as  legal  (to help with the new pavilion project and to gain 
our charity status),  fund-raising  and marketing (to find more sponsors).

So please think about volunteering to be a key part of Kingston Little League.

All we can offer in turn is an amazing sense of accomplishment and the warm glow of giveback to the local
community ...  and of course the thanks of 500 kids and their parents.

If you are at all interested to help KLL in any way please contact Gill Arbane, the KLL secretary on 
secretary@kingstonlittleleague.com

A Special Thanks to our sponsors, old and new

  O'Neils Design and Build Travel Republic Russell Cooke Solicitors
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